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Abstract

We explore the dynamic coordination of perception, decision,
and action underpinning perceptual choices by recording cur-
sor movements during a binary response task. Stimuli were
presented sequentially to control the time-course of percep-
tion, and we utilized a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to relate
measured movements of the mouse cursor to latent cognitive
processes. Stimuli were simple perceptual objects comprised
of two features, one of which was fully diagnostic of the cor-
rect response, while the other provided a probabilistic cue. The
order of their arrival varied across trials, allowing us to manip-
ulate the order of feature processing. The model builds upon
response time methods and makes predictions about when in-
dividual features were perceived and the accumulation of evi-
dence towards a response, every 10 milliseconds of each trial.

Keywords: Feature perception; dynamic decision-making;
Hidden Markov modeling; mouse tracking.

Introduction
Recent evidence suggests that the brief period of time be-
tween presentation of an object and its identification are filled
with complexly interacting processes that unfold as time
passes. This research tends to fall into two camps: 1) stud-
ies modeling the accuracy and time of a binary response in
order to infer the processes that must have been occurring
prior to the response (e.g. Diederich, 2016, Lamberts, 2000,
Lamberts, 1998, Cohen & Nosofsky, 2003, Cox & Shiffrin,
2017); or 2) studies measuring cursor movements controlled
by a computer mouse during the period from stimulus pre-
sentation to response, with inference about ongoing processes
based largely on empirical analyses, and the assumption that
the shape of the overall trajectory reflects moment-to-moment
changes in the underlying processes (e.g. Dale, Kehoe, &
Spivey, 2007, Freeman & Ambady, 2010, Farmer, Cargill,
Hindy, Dale, & Spivey, 2007).

The inferences from studies in the first camp are indirect,
because measurements are taken only after the processes are
complete. The inferences from studies in the second camp
lack precision because they are based on summary statistics
of the movements. The present research combines and ex-
tends these approaches with a relatively novel method that
varies the onset timing of features of the presented object (e.g.
Holmes, Trueblood, & Heathcote, 2016; Harding, Cousineau,
& Shiffrin, in review).

Participants performed a binary response task by moving
a computer mouse to report their choice. The stimuli were

simple perceptual objects that varied along two feature di-
mensions, providing instructions about which of two loca-
tions should be clicked. On each trial, either one or both
features were shown; on trials with both, they appeared ei-
ther simultaneously or sequentially. When sequential, either
feature could arrive first. This empirical design, combined
with Hidden Markov Modeling of the cursor movements, al-
lows extraordinarily precise inferences to be made about the
moment-to-moment unfolding of the processes of feature per-
ception, evidence accumulation, and decision making. The
results provide insight into the processes of perception, deci-
sion, and action that occur continuously in the natural envi-
ronment.

Methods

Participants

Thirteen graduate and undergraduate students participated in
a perceptual decision task. They provided informed consent
in accord with the university IRB, and were paid $10 for each
of three sessions.

Stimuli & Instructions

Each trial presented a single stimulus object at the top center
of the screen. Objects were constructed by combining two
binary feature dimensions. The deterministic feature (D) di-
mension was a dark or light central shading; the probabilistic
feature was an orange or blue border. The probabilistic fea-
ture (P) occurred with one deterministic feature 75% of the
time and the other 25% of the time. The 2x2 combination of
features produced four distinct stimuli. At the start of each
session, participants were shown eight stimulus examples as
in Figure 1. They were instructed to follow the direction in-
dicated by the deterministic feature, if it was present (e.g.,
‘dark’ = left, ‘light’ = right). If it was absent, the probabilis-
tic feature appeared alone, and they were told to move in the
direction the probabilistic feature was most frequently paired
with (e.g., ‘orange’ = right, ‘blue’ = left)1.

1Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups,
which determined the mapping between the dark/light shades and
the correct response (left/right) and the correlation between the de-
terministic and probabilistic cues. All three sessions used the same
mapping
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Figure 1: Objects were comprised of a deterministic feature
(dark- or light-grey central shading) and a probabilistic fea-
ture (orange or blue border). The correct response was deter-
mined by the deterministic feature, when present; if absent,
the probabilistic feature provided a 75% valid instruction.

Design

Each session consisted of eight experimental blocks, each
containing 70 trials (total = 560/session). The stimulus ob-
ject on each trial contained either a single feature (P-only,
D-only), or both features. When both were presented, we
manipulated the order that the features appeared such that the
two appeared simultaneously (P+D), the deterministic feature
appeared first (D→P), or the probabilistic feature appeared
first (P→ D). This produced five distinct presentation orders:
D-only, P-only, P+D, D→P, P→D. When both features were
present, they could indicate the same instruction (e.g., PR,
DR), termed a consistent trial; if they pointed in opposite di-
rections (e.g., PR, DL), this was an inconsistent trial. When
a single feature was shown alone (i.e., D-only or P-only), the
feature was considered consistent.

The frequency of trial types was not equal; instead, consis-
tent trials with both features were three times more likely than
inconsistent trials. This was done to establish the probabilis-
tic feature as a 75% valid instruction about where to move.
Participants we explicitly informed of these frequencies dur-
ing instructions at the beginning of each session.

Procedure

Each trial began with the cursor at the bottom-center of the
screen. After clicking on a button saying ‘GO!,’ the partici-
pant moved the cursor upward. Once the cursor had moved
one quarter of the way up the screen, the stimulus object ap-
peared at the top-center of the screen. On trials with two fea-
tures presented sequentially, the first feature was shown once
the cursor passed the line and the second feature was shown
100ms later (see Figure 2). The trial ended when the partici-
pant clicked on either response region. Epochs were extracted
from each trial, beginning 60 ms before the onset of the first
stimulus until the first recorded click on either response2.

2The first click was allowed to fall within an area twice the size
of the visible response region shown on the screen, in order to ac-
commodate small motor guidance errors.

Figure 2: (A) The start of each trial began with a small black
box in the bottom center of the screen which remained on the
screen until the participant brought the cursor into the square
(B). The participant was then instructed to click “GO!” and
to begin moving (C). (D) Once they crossed an invisible line,
the stimulus presentation began (E). The trial ended when the
participant clicked on either of the two response regions.

Empirical Results
We examine two empirical measures before applying the
model: the latency until the click occurred and area under
the curve (we also examined maximum deviation and time of
maximum deviation; space prohibits a detailed report but the
results were consistent with area under the curve analyses).
Analyses of the two-feature conditions were performed using
(generalized) linear mixed effects models with trial consis-
tency (consistent, inconsistent) and presentation order (P+D,
D→P, P→D) treated as categorical fixed effects, and which
included a random intercept for each participant. Conditions
with a single feature were compared using paired t-tests. The
results are shown in Figure 4.

Overall, accuracy was quite high, with participants near
ceiling across all conditions (overall accuracy = 99.3%). Only
correct response times were analyzed, errors being too few to
analyze. Click times were measured from the onset of the first
stimulus feature (or features when presented simultaneously).
Because response times tended to be right-skewed, the sum-
mary measure was the mean across participants of the median
time within each condition.

Consider first the conditions that present a single feature.
Presentation of the probabilistic cue alone (P-only) produced
the slowest responses (972 ms), reliably slower than presen-
tation of the deterministic cue alone (D-only, 793 ms), t(12)
= 6.08, p < .001. This result was expected due to the less
informative nature of the probabilistic feature. Consider next
the conditions that presented both features. Overall, inconsis-
tent trials (809 ms) were slower than consistent trials (744
ms), F(1, 72) = 96.19, p < .001, which suggests that the
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Figure 3: Trial type frequencies within each experimental session; each condition appeared in each block in a randomly mixed
order.

conflicting instructions slowed participants’ ability to iden-
tify the correct choice. There was also a significant main ef-
fect of presentation order, F(2, 72) = 94.59, p < .001. Re-
sponses were fastest when the deterministic feature appeared
first (708 ms); these trials were reliably faster than when the
probabilistic feature appeared first (811 ms) or when the two
appeared simultaneously (810 ms), ts(12) > 10.11, p < .001.
These latter cases were not significantly different from one
another, t(12) = 0.17, p = .87.

The interaction of presentation order and feature consis-
tency was also significant, F(2, 72) = 14.58, p < .001, in-
dicating that the degree of difference between consistent and
inconsistent trials varied depending on the order of feature
arrival. The difference between response times on consistent
and inconsistent trials was smallest in the D→P condition (25
ms) and largest in the P→D condition (111 ms); the simulta-
neous condition was intermediate (62 ms). These differences
were all significant, ts(12) > 3.21, ps < .01. Note that this or-
dering matches what we observed in the mean response time
(ignoring consistency) – fastest responses in D→P, followed
by P+D, and with P→D being slowest.

We hypothesized that individual features would be encoded
as they arrived and then subsequently used to respond as
quickly as possible. These results are consistent with this hy-
pothesis – when the deterministic feature was presented early,
responses were the fastest that we observed, suggesting that
the early arrival of the fully diagnostic feature provided suffi-
cient information for participants to begin planning and exe-

cuting a response. Moreover, its early arrival appears to have
inoculated the decision process from the later arrival of the
inconsistent probabilistic feature. While the difference was
significant, it was much smaller than in the other presenta-
tion orders. This suggests that the deterministic feature was
primarily guiding responses on these trials, but that there re-
mained some degree of competition, perhaps resulting from
variability in the encoding speed for different features.

In the simultaneous presentation condition, responses were
slower on average and the magnitude of the difference be-
tween consistent and inconsistent trials likewise grew. Be-
cause both features are presented at the same time, it is pos-
sible for either to be perceived first, leading to a greater pro-
portion of trials wherein the probabilistic feature affected the
decision process first. On consistent trials, its lower diag-
nosticity would slow the accumulation of evidence towards
the correct response, while on inconsistent trials, it would
initiate a decision towards the wrong choice, which would
need subsequent correction. These same forces were seen the
strongest in the P→D condition, where response times were
slowest and the difference between consistent and inconsis-
tent trials was greatest.

Cursor Trajectory Analyses

Qualitative analysis of trajectories has shown that many ex-
hibit a curvilinear shape, moving initially straight upwards
but gradually moving towards the selected alternative. We
therefore examine the measure known as area under the curve
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Figure 4: (A) Latency until the participant clicked the re-
sponse region (correct trials only), measured from the onset
of the first feature(s). (B) Area Under the Curve (AUC) com-
puted for trials with a correct response. Error bars indicate
Standard Error (SE) of the mean across subjects.

(AUC) which measures the difference between these ob-
served, curved trajectories and the straight-line path drawn
from the start position to the selected response. It is thought
to correlate positively with the degree of competition between
the two response options during the decision process. AUC
is reported only for correct responses. AUC was measured
from the position of the cursor at the time that the first feature
appeared, rather than from the start button, as the cursor was
already moving on each trial.

When a single feature was shown, AUC was larger for the
P-only trials than the D-only trials, t(12) = -11.03, p < .001.
This matches the earlier reported results for both the accuracy
and response time for the first click. The two-feature condi-
tions exhibit a significant main effect of feature consistency,
F(1, 72) = 128.06, p < .001, reflecting lower AUC values
for trials with consistent features, as compared to those with
inconsistent features (1.76 px3). Similarly, there was a signif-
icant main effect of presentation order, F(2, 72) = 74.96, p <
.001. The deviation was smallest when the deterministic fea-
ture appeared first, (1.45 px), followed by the simultaneous
presentation (1.52 px), while the largest values were found
for the conditions which showed the probabilistic feature first
(1.84 px). There was also a significant interaction between
the two factors, F(2, 72) = 20.14, p < .001.

Consistent and inconsistent trials were the least different

3values in pixels ×104

when the deterministic feature was shown first, differing by
only 0.11 px, t(12) = 6.04, p < .001. The simultaneous pre-
sentation condition showed a larger difference between these
two trial types of 0.30 px, which was significantly larger than
the D→P condition, t(12) = 5.11, p < .001. Finally, as ex-
pected, the magnitude of this difference was largest when the
probabilistic feature appeared first: 0.54 px, which was again
larger than the simultaneous condition, t(12) = 4.51, p< .001.

The ordering of these results is the same as those observed
when analyzing the response time measures, and is consis-
tent with the idea that features are processed online, as they
appear. When the deterministic feature was shown first, se-
quentially, participants made the most direct responses and
showed a smaller increase in uncertainty when the two fea-
tures were inconsistent. By contrast, appearance of the prob-
abilistic feature first led to trajectories that deviated furthest
from the straight-line path. On inconsistent trials, this devia-
tion was the largest we observed, indicating that the trajecto-
ries tended to deviate a significant amount towards the incor-
rect response before correcting. The simultaneous condition
lay in between these two extreme cases but still showed a
large deviation as a function of feature consistency. The con-
tinuous guidance of the cursor appears to be influenced by the
momentary changes in feature perception and its correspond-
ing influence over decision.

Model-Based Analysis

We utilized a Hidden Markov Model to understand the dy-
namics of perception, decision, and action. The model per-
forms inference over latent states based on the measured cur-
sor movements. At each moment, the model estimates 1)
which features have been encoded into short-term memory,
and 2) the current accumulation of evidence towards either
response. These processes form the transition matrix that
captures the inherent dynamics of the system over time. The
transition matrix has three parameters that are estimated for
each participant to maximize the set of most likely sequences
of latent states. The estimation of these states is informed us-
ing the measured cursor movements, which provide a noisy
measure of the true latent state, formalized as emission prob-
abilities.

Cursor Measures

Cursor movements are thought to reflect ongoing decision
processes (Dale et al., 2007). We compute three statistics to
describe the movements of the cursor, every 10 ms, which are
employed by the model to perform inference over cognitive
states.

Movement Direction (D) The direction of movement is
computed using a normalized measure describing the degree
to which the cursor is currently moving towards the ‘right’
versus ‘left’ response region (see Figure 5). This measure
falls between 0 (cursor moving directly towards the ‘right’
response region) and 1 (towards the ‘left’ response region).
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Figure 5: We compute three vectors, the instantaneous change
in cursor position, VC, and the direction to the two response
regions, VR, and VL. Movement direction, D, describes
whether the cursor is moving more towards the ‘right’ (0) or
‘left’ (1) region.

Movement Speed (S) The current speed of the cursor is
computed using as the instantaneous change in the position
of the cursor. Empirically, we observed values ranging from
0 to 15,000 pixels/second.

Horizontal Position (H) The horizontal position describes
the X component of the cursor, relative to the center of the
screen. The screen size and locations of the response regions
limit values to between -700 and +700 pixels.

Perception & Decision
We build upon existing models developed to understand
binary decisions made about multi-attribute stimuli which
are presented sequentially (Diederich & Busemeyer, 2003,
Cohen & Nosofsky, 2003, Harding et al., in review; readers
are referred to the original publications for further details.)

The model posits that two processes occur at each moment
in time. The first is perception, which acts to encode the fea-
tures of the stimulus into short-term memory. The second
process is decision, which operates as a memory search that
compares these encoded features to long-term memory traces
stored during instruction.

Perception is stochastic – at each moment in time, there
is a fixed probability that a physically present but not-yet-
encoded feature (probabilistic or deterministic) will enter
short-term memory. The perceptual state forms a 1x2 row
vector describing the participant’s knowledge about the prob-
abilistic and deterministic features (e.g., φ(t) = [PR,D0]:
probabilistic instructing ‘right’, deterministic not yet en-
coded).

Decisions unfold through memory search based on the cur-
rently encoded features. Memory traces contain feature infor-
mation, (i.e., [P0,DR]) along with a learned response map-
ping (i.e., ‘respond right’). Long-term traces which are more
similar (as defined in Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) to the cur-
rent contents of short-term memory will tend to be retrieved,

while dissimilar traces will be retrieved less often. Each re-
trieval drives a random walk – when a trace with a ‘right’
response label is retrieved, the process increments +1 step;
when a trace with a ‘left’ label is retrieved, the process moves
−1 step. It is also possible that neither trace will be sampled,
in which case the process remains stationary. This process
occurs between two reflecting boundaries4 located at +7 and
−7 steps away from the start position, located at 0. The posi-
tion of the process describes the relative degree to which the
participant believes the correct response is to the ‘left’ versus
‘right’ at each moment in time.

The model therefore represents both the current contents
of short-term memory, φ(t) = [P,D], and the current accumu-
lation of retrievals from long-term memory, k(t). The state
of the system, Ω(t) = (φ(t),k(t)), governs the movements of
the cursor at each moment. There are nine possible values for
φ: {[P0,D0], [PL,D0], [PR,D0], [P0,DL], [PL,DL], [PR,DL],
[P0,DR], [PL,DR], [PR,DR]}. There are a total of k = 15 to-
tal decision states, ranging in integer values from −7 to +7.
In total, there are 9×15 = 135 total latent cognitive states.

Relating Cursor Movements to Cognitive States
The cursor measures (D, S, H), at each moment, contain in-
formation about the latent state, Ω(t). The exact relationship
is not known. Our model assumes that cursor movements
depend only on the state of the decision process, k(t), such
that conclusive decision to respond ‘right’ should manifest in
e.g., movements directed towards the ‘right’ response region
(D ≈ 0), at high speed (S ≈ 10,000 pixels/sec), and with the
cursor on the right side of the screen (H ≈+700 pixels).

However, the relationship is not a one-to-one mapping and
decisions may be reflective of a number of different cursor
movements. As such, the three cursor statistics at each time
epoch are probabilistically related to the decision state k. The
probabilities of each statistic value are proportional to the
density of a Gaussian distribution with means, µD

k , µS
k , µH

k ,
varying as a function of k (see Figure 6). The standard de-
viations differed by statistic, but had the same value for all
k within each statistic. Bayes theorem is used to convert the
probability of the statistic value given the evidence state into
the probability of the evidence state given the statistic value.
Intuitively, the more certain the decision, the more decisive
should be the movements of the cursor toward that response.

Latent State Estimation
The Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) provides an efficient
procedure for estimating the most probable sequence of latent
states spanning every 10ms of each trial. An example trial
showing the estimated path highlights the fine-grained level
of analysis that is possible using this approach (Figure 7). In
this trial, inconsistent features appeared simultaneously. The
top left plot shows the cursor position over time; the color of
the circles corresponds to the estimate of the decision process

4If the process were to exceed either boundary, it instead remains
in the same position.
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Figure 6: (A) Relating cursor statistics D, S, H (columns 1,
2, 3) to k; plotted as step-wise mean functions. (B) shows
all possible values for each measure, labeled with their corre-
spondingly most-likely k (B).

at each step. Red circles indicate moments where the deci-
sion is towards ‘left;’ blue circles indicate a decision to the
‘right.’ The two lower plots show the estimated perceptual
state of the system (which features are encoded) and the de-
cision component over time. There are two moments where
a new feature is encoded – the first moves the cursor towards
the left, while the second corrects it to move right.

Figure 7: A sample trajectory showing the assignment of the
most-likely sequence of states.

First Transition Analysis
We report one of many possible analyses of the HMM output,
analyses of the first feature encoded and time of its encoding,
and related those to the direction of movement at that time
(correct or not). The results are shown in Figure 8.

When a single feature appeared, the transition accuracy
was near ceiling and nearly identical regardless of the type
of feature and (P-only: 99.%; D-only: 98.2%), t(12) = 1.42,

Figure 8: (A) Accuracy of cursor movement following first
estimated perceptual encoding event. (B) Latency of this
event on correct trials.

p > .18. This transition occurred more quickly when the de-
terministic feature (361 ms) was shown, as compared to the
probabilistic feature (416 ms), though the high variance of
the latency for the probabilistic feature caused the difference
to fall short of significance: t(12) = 1.57, p > .14.

Next, consider conditions in which both features are
shown. In the D→P condition, the onset of the fully diagnos-
tic feature helps participants begin moving in the correct di-
rection the majority of the time, regardless of the information
provided by the later-arriving probabilistic feature. Transi-
tion accuracy was very high and identical for both consistent
(89.5%) and inconsistent (89.7%) trials, t(12) = 0.07, p >
.95. Further, the time of first transition showed no differ-
ences due to consistency (consistent: 262 ms; inconsistent:
256 ms), t(12) = 1.80, p > .10. By contrast, the P→ con-
dition showed significant differences between consistent and
inconsistent trials in accuracy and the speed of the first move-
ment. Transition accuracy was lower and the subsequently
arriving deterministic feature increased accuracy when con-
sistent, 87.0%, vs. inconsistent, 77.2%; t(12) = 2.88, p < .05.
It also decreased the speed of responding: responses were
slowed when the features provided inconsistent instructions
(384 ms) as compared to consistent instructions (311 ms),
t(12) = 6.94, p < .001.

The accuracy results of the simultaneous presentation con-
dition align with the trials which present the deterministic fea-
ture first. There was no significant difference in transition ac-
curacy between consistent (88.8%) and inconsistent (86.1%)
trials, t(12) = 1.36, p > .20, though the consistent condition
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was slightly higher. However, consistency did produce a sig-
nificant speeding when the two features were consistent (344
ms) vs. inconsistent (376 ms), t(12) = 4.01, p < .01. This
could be due to trials on which the P feature was perceived
before D, to a speeding cursor movement when the P feature
had been perceived second, or to configural encoding that oc-
curs more quickly for the more frequent consistent trials.

Discussion & Conclusion
The procedure varied when the two features of an object ar-
rived and the subsequent effect on binary classification per-
formance. We measured cursor movements used to make a
response. The HMM was used to infer the latent states of
perception at each 10ms of each trial for each condition for
each participant. A number of simplifying assumptions were
made to highlight the most important ongoing processes of
cognition and perception. The analyses here represent a tiny
fraction of the possible applications of the approach; never-
theless this approach allows inference about underlying cog-
nitive processes at a temporal precision that outstrips exist-
ing approaches. Furthermore, the approach is quite general –
the cursor movement measures used here were chosen due to
their intuitive nature and simplicity of implementation. How-
ever, many other aspects of the cursor movements (e.g., accel-
eration, entropy, or machine-learning derived features) could
provide additional or alternative evidence to help inform esti-
mation of latent states. The relationship between these mea-
sures and those used here remain an open question.

Perhaps the biggest limitation of this approach is that the
model does not consider biomechanical limitations and con-
straints on the arm movements (e.g., 1995). As such, the in-
fluence of these dynamics are therefore implicitly represented
through other model mechanisms, possibly affecting our con-
clusions. While further research can and should work to in-
corporate these factors, it is worth noting that the unique con-
tribution of the model proposed here is that it explicitly rep-
resents the perceptual and decision dynamics of choice. This
is a novel approach that has not been previously attempted.
Any model, no matter how complex, will fail to represent
some critical aspects of the true underlying processes, and
while a more-full account of all motor and cognitive factors
would certainly need to explicitly model these biomechanical
aspects, we argue that this paper makes important progress
to formalizing the latent structure of cognitive processes of
choice in cursor movement studies.
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